ACROSS
1 On the battlefield
2 Educational basics
6 Paparazzi pursuits
10 Home to the world's largest nightclub
16 "Soul in the Horn" trumpeter
17 Glamour competitor
19 Person who's won the most Academy Awards (22 + 4 honorary)
21 "Morning in America" speechmaker
22 He played the soldier
23 Person who's won the most Cy Young Awards (7)
25 Reaction to a scarecrow
27 Reason to bathe
28 Pot contribution
29 Spicy punch
33 Prelaunch warning
35 Need to square up with
37 Shower head?
39 Spicy punch
43 Stirling girl
45 Stuff in a trap
47 Instruments never found in marching bands
50 Most frequent Time Person of the Year (3 times)
54 XX
55 Trail mix
56 Staffer
57 Double-accented weapons
59 The subject of history?
62 It isn't so
63 Bicycle crunches work them
65 They can cover decades or centuries
67 Spoke like a Southerner
69 Comes into
71 Young rats
72 Person who's won the most Tony Awards (18 + 3 honorary)
75 Fastening device
81 Antarctican penguin
83 Person who's won the most Grammy Awards (31)
87 Unexciting color
88 Type of ad that might get blocked
89 Aquarium favorites
90 Home page?
91 All together

DOWN
1 Sony acquired it in 2002
2 Chairlift alternative
3 Lose firmness
4 Acamapichtli's subjects
5 "Awesome!"
6 Exclamation from Mr. Moto
7 Game with a caller
8 "With Arms Wide Open" band
9 Sophie's Choice author
10 Action Jackson star Weathers
11 "Waiting for the Robert ___"
12 Wool source
13 Person who's won the most Pulitzer Prizes for Drama (4)
14 Short-tailed geese
15 Perceives
20 "Crocodile Hunter" Steve
24 Trim the background from
26 Small battery size
27 This Boy's Life author Tobias
30 In the know
31 Show that's won the most Emmy Awards (over 100)
32 Movie that was the source for the musical Carnival
34 Openings
35 2009 honor for Sondheim
36 Trunk
37 Movements of a star
38 In the know
39 Dynasty that lasted nearly 300 years
40 Register
42 Strombolis stuff
44 Rudely summon the waiter
46 90210 actress Spelling
48 Dated ditty
49 War horse
51 Flower Myth painter
52 Not-so-innocent look
53 Maureen Dowd piece
56 Former Raiders tackle Warren
60 "In the Hall of the Mountain King" composer
61 It's tugged during charades
62 Thunderstruck
64 ___ Bamford (Sweeney Todd character)
66 Moved in billows
68 Rodeo shouts
69 Form of alternative energy
72 Heater
73 Irk one's roommate, in a way
76 She played Sally in the movie version of Cabaret
77 Deejay Rick
78 Gunk
80 It has a Prime Slices line
81 Phaser setting
82 Calumet, for one
85 Foot ___